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1. Higgsless: a “conservative” view

3. Dark Matter
4. The Planck/Fermi hierarchy ⇔ extraD

Subjects touched in the following

a. Supersymmetry

c. Gauge symmetry in extraD
b. Goldstone symmetry

a. Gravity weak by flux in extraD
b.                       as a red shift effectG!1/2

F /MPl
c. Symmetry breaking by boundary conditions

2. The “naturalness” problem
of the Fermi scale
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VV amplitudes saturate unitarity at

Can one make it without the Higgs boson?

A potential improuvement:  unitarity saved by KK-vectors

SU(2)L!SU(2)R!U(1)B"L

SU(2)V !U(1)B"L

SU(2)L!U(1)Y
U(1)em

Electroweak chiral Lagrangian, Technicolour and all that

A. Belyaev 33

      

Phenomenology of Higgsless models                                    SUSY 2007

4D KK Mode Scattering
Z' resonance unitarizes WW 

   scattering, similar to what 
   Higgs boson does in SM
             (Chivukula,He,Dicus)

Z' mass is bounded from above: 
But it yields too much a value of S-parameter:

     (Chivukula, Simmons, He, Kurachi,Tanabashi) 

Solution – delocalization of the fermions: mixing of “brane” and “bulk” modes! 
(Cacciapaglia, Csaki, Grojean, Reece,Terning; Foadi Gopalakrishna, Schmidt)

Fermion delocalization profile can be chosen to match 
  W-wave function along the 5th dimension:                           
  leading to vanishing coupling of fermions to KK modes! 
  (Chivukula,Simmons,He, Kurachi, Tanabashi)
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Not calculable or, when calculable, inconsistent with the EWPT

(see below)



A “composite” Higgs boson

Agashe, Contino, PomarolSU(2)L!U(1)Y

SO(5)!U(1)B"L

S(4)!U(1)B"L f

A two scale picture: f > v
The Higgs boson as pseudo-Goldstone boson

(or the fifth component of a vector in 5D)

The hVV-coupling suppressed, relative to the SM one,
by a factor
Still need KK vectors to restore unitarity

(1! v2/ f 2)1/2

states with same spin and gauge quantum numbers
Top and gauge loop corrections to         cut off bym2

h



Comparing simplest models with the EWPT
Composite
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A problem, unless something missing
One deals with strongly interacting theories, so ...

B, Bellazzini, Rychkov, Varagnolo



Main phenomenology

CompositeHiggsless

Yes, with ~ TeV mass

A(VV) ! s/v2 ! s/ f 2

mV̂ gsv! 1 TeV gsv! 1 TeV ( f /v)

V̂VV ! coupling gs strongish gs strongish

f f̄ V̂

tt̄ V̂

g (g/gs) g (g/gs)

strongish?
KK!quarks(T 2/3,B!1/3,X5/3) -

V = W,Z
V̂ = KK-W,Z



KK-vector signals

qq! qq V̂ qq! V̂ V̂ !VV, tt̄, (hV )

probably not useful, because of small BRV̂ ! f f̄
can also be a KK-gluonV̂

238
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Figure 1: Reconstructed resonances and backgrounds for the ChL model, 1.2 TeV (left) and for the Higgsless

model, 700 GeV (right), in the 2-lepton channel. Although no tt̄ nor Wj background remains, they cannot be

statistically excluded.

3.1 qqWZ ! qq!"!!

This channel is relatively clean, because of the presence of three leptons, but it is suppressed

by the branching ratios. We will therefore consider a signal for an integrated luminosity of 300

fb!1, for an integrated luminosity of 100 fb!1.

We apply similar cuts to the case above, with the difference that we require the presence of

3 leptons with pT > 40 GeV, as well as transverse momentum of /pT
> 40 GeV. The transverse

momentum of the neutrino is assumed to be the measured /pT
and the longitudinal momentum is

constrained by requiring thatm!" = mW . We also require that two opposite sign, same flavour

leptons have the mass of the Z within 15 GeV. With these cuts, no events remain from tt̄ and
other backgrounds (except the irreducible SM qqWZ background), although the statistics are

insufficient to claim that they are completely eliminated. Figs. 2 shows preliminary results for

the ChL and Higgsless models studied here.

4. CONCLUSION

The reconstruction of high mass WZ resonances arising from a Chiral Lagrangian model and

from a Higgsless model have been studied using full detector simulation. Although insufficient

statistics were available for background estimation, preliminary results show that, with appro-

priate cuts, and depending on the parameters of the models, significant signals can be obtained

within 1-3 years of data taking at the LHC at nominal luminosity (corresponding to 100-300

fb!1).

pp! qqŴ ! qqWZ! qq jet jet ll 6

TABLE I: Selection cuts in the semileptonic tt̄ channel.

3. Di!erential cross section

The SM top pair production rate falls steeply as a func-
tion of the invariant mass. The uncertainty from PDF’s
in this shape is far less than that in the total cross-section.
Hence we look for a signal from KK gluons in the di!er-
ential tt̄ cross-section as opposed to simply counting the
total number of tt̄ events. We do not expect a sharp
resonance in this distribution due to the large width of
the KK gluon, but we do obtain a statistically significant
“bump” as discussed below.

The di!erential cross section as a function of mtt̄ is
shown in Figs. 4 and 5 for MKKG = 3 TeV produced
at the LHC. In Fig. 4 we compare the total (signal +
background) distribution to the SM (background) distri-
bution, based on a partonic-level analysis. In Fig. 5, we
focus on the area near the peak and we consider con-
tributions from the reducible background (from Wjj).
We show the particle level results and the correspond-
ing statistical uncertainties of event reconstruction. The
predictions for the SM and SM+RS models, based on
partonic-level analysis (same as in Fig. 4), are also shown
for comparison. We see that, since the partonic and par-
ticle level data are consistent with each other, we do not
expect a large bias in the ability to reconstruct the KKG
mass.
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FIG. 4: Invariant tt̄ mass distribution for MKKG = 3 TeV
production at the LHC. The solid curve presents sig-
nal+background distribution, while the dashed curve presents
the tt̄ SM background, based on partonic level analysis.

In the following we describe the reconstruction e"-
ciency and how we estimate our signal to background
ratio and the sensitivity to the KK gluon mass based on
this analysis. Following [13], we assume a 20% e"ciency
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FIG. 5: Invariant tt̄ mass distribution for 3 TeV KKG, fo-
cusing on the area near the peak. The error bars corre-
spond to statistical uncertainties and represent our particle
level analysis. The dotted line stands for the SM predic-
tion. The dashed-dotted line shows the Wjj background.
The dashed line shows the signal+background from Sherpa’s
partonic level analysis.

for tagging b-jets (!b), independent of the b-jet energy.
Our particle level study shows that the e"ciency of the
additional cuts described, !cut, in Table I for the recon-
struction of tt̄ system in the mass window around KKG
is about 20(21)% for mtt̄ = 3(4)TeV. We find that for
the SM the reconstruction e"ciency is lower, 9(10)% for
mtt̄ = 3(4) TeV. The signal+background (BG+KKG)
and background (BG) reconstruction e"ciencies di!er
because the BG and BG+KKG events have di!erent
kinematics. The background is dominated by gg fusion
events which are more forwardly-peaked in the top pair
center of mass (cm) frame than the qq̄ fusion events.
Hence, the gg events have a smaller PT

9 than the qq̄
events. Since KK gluon signal comes only from qq̄ fu-
sion, the pT cut on the top-quark reduces background
more than the signal.

In addition, the branching ratio for the lj decay is given
by BRlj = 2 ! 2/9 ! 2/3 " 0.3. The total e"ciency is
given by BRlj ! !cut ! !b # 1%.

We estimate the statistical significance of our signal
by looking at the bump. An invariant tt̄ mass window
cut 0.85MKKG < Mtt̄ < 1.5MKKG is applied. The
lower bound corresponds roughly to the width. The
upper bound is not particularly important due to the
steep fallo! in cross section. Below the MKKG thresh-
old, the signal+background distribution is actually be-
low the background one due to destructive interference.
Therefore, we choose an asymmetric mass window cut.
We estimate the ratio of the signal, S, to the statistical
error in the the background,

$
B, via our particle level

9 Note that, inside the mass window, the total momentum/energy
of each top quark in cm frame is roughly fixed at MKKG/2.

pp! ĝ! tt̄

Agashe et alAzuelos, Delsart, Idarraga

100 f b!1

Agashe et al

(t or b, depending on the charge)

V̂



KK-quark signals

Single production also possible

Contino, Servant

Q! (T 2/3,B"1/3,X5/3)

qq! QQ̄ Q! tV, th

If they exist, easier to catch than KK-vectors
(like squarks, but without      )ET/

188

Figure 3: Invariantmass of the Zt pair, reconstructed from the !+!!!±"b final state. The signal (white) is T ! Zt,

computed for MT = 1 TeV, tan # = 1, and Br(T ! Zt) = 25%. The background (red) is dominated by tbZ .

From Ref. [500].

the constraints are generically much weaker than in the tree-level case [506], and values of f as
low as 500 GeV are allowed, as illustrated in Fig. 4. The main disadvantage of these models,

compared to the original Littlest Higgs, is the larger number of new particles at the TeV scale:

consistent implementation of T parity requires the presence of a T-odd Dirac fermion partner

for each SM weak doublet fermion. These particles are expected to be within the reach of the

LHC: constraints from four-fermion operators place an upper bound on their mass, M(f!), in
units of TeV:

MTeV(f!) < 4.8f 2
TeV , (9)

where a flavor-diagonal and universal T-odd mass has been assumed [506].

Collider phenomenology of the Littlest Higgs model with T parity was considered in

Ref. [507]. While the gauge boson spectrum is similar to the original Littlest Higgs, the phe-

nomenology is drastically different due to the fact that the TeV-scale gauge bosons are T-odd.

Since all SM particles are T-even, the heavy gauge bosons must be pair-produced. The BH

gauge boson, whose presence is obligatory in this model, is quite light, M(BH) = g"f/
"

5 #
0.16f , and is typically the lightest T-odd particle (LTP). Conserved T parity renders the LTP
stable, and events with WH or BH production will be characterized by large missing energy

or transverse momentum carried away by the two LTPs. In this sense, the signatures are very

similar to SUSY models with conserved R parity or UED models with conserved Kaluza-Klein

parity, raising an interesting question of how these models can be distinguished experimentally

at the LHC and the ILC. One potential discriminator in the model considered in [506, 507]

is the heavy top T+, which is T-even and can be produced singly and decay via the channels

listed in Eq. (7); however, T parity models with no TeV-scale T-even particles have also been

T (1 TeV )! Z t ! l+l"l±!b
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Figure 6: Distributions after the main cuts of eq.(8) for M = 500GeV: a) Total invariant mass
(upper left plot); b) Invariant mass of the hardest 5 jets (upper right plot); c) Transverse invariant
mass of the system (ll!!j), see text (lower plot). The dotted and dashed curves in b) correspond
to the invariant mass of the hardest 4 jets plus the b-jet that has the largest !R with the softest
lepton. They assume two b tags, though no b-tagging e"ciency has been included, see text.

sophisticated approaches to future analyses. Figure 6, bottom plot, shows the transverse
invariant mass of the system [two leptons + two neutrinos + jet closest to the softest lepton]
– where “closest” here means “with the smallest !R” – defined as

M2
T (ll!!j) = (ET (llj) + ET (!!))2 ! |"pT (llj) + ""pT |2 ,

ET (llj) #
!

|"pT (llj)|2 + Minv(llj)2 , ET (!!) # |""pT | .
(9)

In the scenario with T5/3 partners, the transverse mass distribution has an approximate edge
at MT (ll!!j) $ M due to the resonant leptonic decay, 11 while it is smoother in the other
scenario with only the B (where no resonance is expected in the system of the two leptons).

For 1 TeV masses the SM background is still larger than the signal after the cuts of eq.(8),
but the resonant peak at Minv(tot) = 2M is already distinguishable in the total invariant

11 The edge is only approximate because of the omission of the unknown invariant mass of the system of
the two neutrinos in the definition (9).

12

pp! XX̄ +BB̄! l±l±+ jets+ET/

(t or b, depending on the charge)



Dark matter: a numerical coincidence

Suppose you have a stable particle  χ
that decouples from the hot primordial plasma by χχ →ff 

with a cross section σ. Then, for its relic density Ω

fraction of the DM, but again with a spectrum visible at the LHC.

However, the experimental observation of Split Supersymmetry with a well-tempered

neutralino for dark matter would be very striking. Even in the minimal version of Split

Supersymmetry with anomaly mediated gaugino masses and scalars in the range between

102 ! 103 TeV, there would be evidence for an enormous tuning for electroweak symmetry

breaking of about 1 part in " 106. This would already represent a severe blow against

naturalness, only further augmented by the additional tuning required for getting the correct

dark-matter abundance. Fortunately, the LHC will soon begin to tell us what path Nature

has chosen – and whether the weak scale will represent the triumphant return or final downfall

of naturalness.

Appendix A

In this appendix we give the analytic expressions for annihilation and coannihilation pro-

cesses relevant to the cases of pure states and well-tempered neutralinos, in the limit in

which MW is much smaller than the gaugino and Higgsino masses.

The relic abundance is given by

!h2 =
688!5/2T 3

! (n + 1)xn+1
f

99
#

5g!(H0/h)2M3
Pl"

=
8.7 $ 10"11 GeV"2(n + 1)xn+1

f#
g!"

, (36)

where g! is the number of degrees of freedom at freeze-out, H0 is the present Hubble constant

and T! is the CMB temperature. Here " is related to the thermal-averaged non-relativistic

annihilation cross section by

%"v& = "x"n, x =
m"

T
, (37)

and the freeze-out temperature Tf (xf = m"/Tf) is

xf = X !
!

n +
1

2

"

log X, X = 25 + log

#

(n + 1)
g

#
g!

m"" 6.4 $ 106 GeV

$

, (38)

where g = 2 are the neutralino degrees of freedom and m" is its mass.

When N states with mass mi (m1 being the lightest) and equal number of degrees of

freedom participate in the coannihilation process, one defines [6] an e"ective cross section

"eff in terms of the thermal-averaged cross sections for the individual #i#j annihilations,

%"ijv& = "ijx
"n (39)

20

! 0.2
pb
!

and σ ≈ pb is a typical weak interaction cross section 
m! ! G"1/2

Ffor a particle of mass

2 minimal illustrative models

against the observed

Suppose you have a stable particle  χ

1 The Supersymmetric Dark Matter Impasse

The natural prediction of thermal-relic dark matter is usually considered as one of the most

attractive features of models with low-energy supersymmetry. Indeed a stable, neutral,

colourless, weakly-interacting particle with Fermi-scale mass leads to a present dark-matter

density in rough agreement with observations [1, 2]

!DMh2 = 0.113 ± 0.009, (1)

quite independently of any detail of the cosmological evolution at temperatures higher than

the freeze-out temperature Tf ! 1–100GeV. Low-energy supersymmetry with conserved

R-parity gives a satisfactory theoretical framework for the existence of such a particle [3].

Here we want to argue that, although dark matter was certainly a natural prediction

of supersymmetry in the pre-LEP epoch, it is generically no longer true, at a quantitative

level, after LEP data are taken into account. To illustrate the problem, let us consider

the supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model with minimal field content, and with

general soft terms. An acceptable thermal dark-matter candidate is obtained in the case in

which a neutralino is the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP). As LEP data are forcing

the soft terms to be typically larger than MZ , a description of the neutralino in terms of

current eigenstates is becoming increasingly appropriate. We will then start our discussion

with the case in which the neutralino is pure Bino, Wino or Higgsino and later generalize to

mixed states.

1.1 Bino

The Bino is a gauge singlet whose annihilation in the early universe occurs through squark

and slepton exchange. Since sleptons are usually lighter than squarks and right-handed

sleptons have the largest hypercharge, the Bino annihilation cross section and its contribution

to the present ! are well approximated by

"!B̃v# =
3g4 tan4 "W r(1 + r2)

2#m2
ẽR

x(1 + r)4
, x $

M1

T
, r $

M2
1

m2
ẽR

, (2)

!B̃h2 = 1.3 % 10!2
!

mẽR

100GeV

"2 (1 + r)4

r(1 + r2)

#

1 + 0.07 log

&
r100GeV

mẽR

$

. (3)

Here M1 is the Bino mass and mẽR
is the mass of any of the three degenerate right-handed

sleptons. The value of !B̃h2 as a function of M1 is shown in fig. 1 for M1/mẽR
varying

between 0.9 and 0.3. For r very close to 1, co-annihilation becomes important, and eq. (3)

1

(unlike the susy case)

⇐

⇐



1. A scalar-doublet model (“inert”)
B, Hall, Rychkov

controlled by approximate SU(2)V



plays the role of the usual Higgs particle. Because the extra doublet does not couple to quarks
(and leptons in the simplest case) there are no FCNC. The most general renormalisable (CP
conserving) potential of the model is

V = µ2
1|H1|2 + µ2

2|H2|2 + !1|H1|4 + !2|H2|4 (1)

+!3|H1|2|H2|2 + !4|H†
1H2|2 +

!5

2

!

(H†
1H2)

2 + h.c.
"

with real quartic couplings. The SU(2) ! U(1) symmetry is broken by the vacuum expectation
value of H1, "H1# = v/

$
2 with v = %µ2

1/!1 = 246 GeV while, assuming µ2
2 > 0, "H2# = 0.

 MHc= 50 GeV! MA0= 10 GeV ; ! ; -1] : mh=200 GeV ; l2=102 h" log10 [
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Figure 1. log10 !h2 of H0 for Mh = 200 GeV,
computed using micrOMEGAs2.0 [11].

We choose (this is arbitrary) H0 to be the
dark matter candidate. Two H0 mass ranges
are consistent with dark matter observations
[3, 6, 9], either MH0 &< 80 GeV or MH0 &
> 500 GeV. The former is the most interesting
from the point of view of phenomenology and
observations. The relic abundance of H0 is
shown on Figure 1 below.

The mass spectrum of the extra scalars
depends on the quartic couplings !3,!4 and
!5 and on the mass parameter µ2. Two
interesting situations may arise. Firstly, if
!5 is small, there is an approximate U(1)PQ

symmetry and MH0
' MA0

while, generically,
MH± ( MH0

,MA0
(large isospin breaking).

Less obvious is the custodial symmetry that
arises if MH± ' MH0

(resp. MH± ' MA0
)

[10]. Both limits are of phenomenological interest.
First, large isospin breaking leads to large contributions to " = M2

W /c2
!M

2
Z or, equivalently,

to the T parameter [3]

"T '
1

24#2$v2
(MH± % MH0

)(MH± % MA0
)

This feature has been exploited in [3] to screen the Z and W± gauge boson masses from an equally
large (but opposite in sign) contribution from a heavy Higgs (achieving Mh up to 500GeV ).

Second, we have exploited the custodial symmetry (vanishing contribution to "T ) in [4]
together with the possibility that MH± ' MH0

) MA0
(resp. MH± ' MA0

( MH0
) to give

large radiative corrections to the e#ective potential. In particular, the large (negative) radiative
e#ect of the top quark can be compensated by a large contribution from the extra scalars. In the
extreme, although very suggestive, limit of vanishing µ1,2 parameters (the Coleman-Weinberg
scenario), the electroweak symmetry breaking is literally induced by the extra scalar doublet
i.e. by WIMP dark matter, a possibility that has been essentially overlooked in the litterature.
Some working cases are listed in Table 1.

3. Direct and indirect detection
Being a scalar particle, the cross-section for direct detection is 100 % spin-independent (SI), a
specific feature (one could say a limitation) of the model. In Figure 2 we show the prospect for
direct detection while Figure 3 displays the integrated flux from the GC into gamma rays [6].

Tytgat et al

log 10(!Mh2)
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Figure 5: General features of the lepton spectrum. The † means that this inequality is only true over
approximately half of parameter space.

the region allowed by dark matter, and by EWPT with a heavy Higgs, for the same choice

of Yukawa couplings as in Fig. 3.

3.3 General properties of parameter space

We have numerically sampled the region of parameter space that is allowed by EWPT and

dark matter, collecting O(104) allowed points. To be specific, we require a contribution to !T

in the range 0.15–0.35 and a dark matter abundance "h2 in the WMAP range 0.09–0.13 [17].

A lower value would of course be allowed, but it would require another component of dark

matter, such as axions. We would like to consider the case where our model is the only new

physics needed. Finally, we also require that the mass of the lightest neutrino is larger than

45 GeV to escape detection at LEP.

From this analysis we find some general properties of the particle spectrum. The doublet

mass ML (i.e., the charged lepton mass) is always larger than 250–300 GeV, because of the

requirement of dark matter, but there is no lower bound on the singlet mass MN . As pointed

out in Sect. 3.1 in order to obtain a large enough !T the two Yukawa couplings must not be

too close, since they are constrained by
!

!2 ! !!2" >" 1. Moreover "2 is always heavier than

the charged lepton but never by more than mW , so there will be no decays "2 # EW . The

mass splitting between "3 and "2 is larger than mZ in about half of parameter space, allowing

the decay "3 # "2Z. Similarly, the mass di#erence between "3 and E is almost always larger

than mW , so that the decay channel "3 # EW is open. Finally, the mass splitting between

the two lightest neutrinos is almost always larger than 200 GeV and is larger than 300 GeV in

more than 90% of parameter space. These features of the spectrum are illustrated in Fig. 5.

– 10 –

Figure 4: Parameter regions as a function of the doublet mass ML and the singlet mass MN for one
choice of Yukawa couplings, ! = 1.7 and !! = 0.6. The predicted dark matter abundance agrees with
the observed value in the dark blue bands, but is too large (small) in the red (green) regions. The
shaded regions lead to a heavy Higgs boson, as can be seen by comparing with Fig. 3. The labeled
contours give the dark matter particle mass in GeV.

annihilation channels. The freeze-out temperature TF = m!/xF is obtained by solving

xF = ln

!

c(c + 2)

"

45

8

g

2"3

m!MPl(a + 6b/xF )
!

g!xF

#

, (3.4)

where c is some constant of order one, and is typically near m!/25.

As we will show in the following, in our case there is always su!cient separation between

the mass of the DM particle and the next heaviest state so that one can safely neglect

coannihilation contributions [15].

In addition to the analytic calculations, we have used the program micrOMEGAs [16]

(which includes all possible tree level diagrams) to numerically evaluate the DM abundance,

finding good agreement between these two calculations. In our scan of parameter space (see

below) we use micrOMEGAs to compute the abundance. In Fig. 4 we show an example of
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2 A neutrino-type model

Standard Model with a light Higgs and a low cuto!, there is no expectation that new colored

states will be accessible to LHC. Neither a contribution to T nor WIMP dark matter argue

that the new states should be colored; one simple model involves only an extra “Inert” Higgs

doublet [2]. It is quite likely that the new states have only electroweak interactions.

In this paper we introduce and study perhaps the simplest model of Improved Natu-

ralness. There is just a single Higgs doublet so that the naturalness analysis is essentially

the same as the familiar Standard Model case. The simplest possibility for the new states

appears to be a single heavy vector lepton doublet (L,Lc), but this does not contribute to T

and is excluded as dark matter. Hence in addition we add a heavy neutral Majorana state,

N , that mixes with the vector lepton doublet via Higgs couplings. These couplings introduce

a contribution to T and allow the lightest neutral mass eigenstate to be the dark matter.

Such a model can have a natural energy cuto! as high as 2 TeV, and provides a very clean

environment for studying signals for the new electroweak states at the LHC, and also at direct

dark matter detectors.

2. A model with heavy leptons

An increase in the Higgs mass introduces a large negative contribution to "T , so that the

Standard Model must be extended to compensate for this change. The minimal extension

that also provides a dark matter candidate, introduces one vector-like fermion doublet pair

and one fermion singlet2. The singlet is essential for two reasons: pure doublet dark matter

is already ruled out by direct detection [6], and the isodoublets must be split in order to

contribute to "T . These extra states are odd under a discrete Z2 symmetry with the SM

states being even; this forbids any mixing with the SM leptons and makes the lightest new

state stable and a possible dark matter candidate.

The new interactions, allowed by gauge and discrete symmetries, are

"L = !!LHN ! !!LcH̃N + MLLLc +
1

2
MNN2 + h.c. , (2.1)

where

L =

!

"

E

"

, Lc =

!

Ec

"c

"

, (2.2)

N is a SM singlet, and H̃ = i#2H". Once electroweak symmetry is broken the Yukawa

interactions contribute to the masses of the neutral states, splitting the SU(2) doublets. The

mass matrix after electroweak symmetry breaking, in the basis (N, ", "c), is
#

$

%

MN !v !!v

!v 0 ML

!!v ML 0

&

'

(
, (2.3)

2For convenience we call these fermions “leptons”, as they are charged under SU(2) and do not carry color.

They do not, however, carry lepton number and do not mix with or interact with the SM leptons. They could

equally well be called, e.g., higgsinos and bino.
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Direct DM detection versus LHC

Figure 6: Cross sections for spin-independent dark matter searches. The green region is our parameter
space for mH = 500 GeV. For a Higgs mass of 400 GeV, the predicted cross section is increased by
a factor of about 2.5. The upper solid black curve is the present CDMS exclusion limit [23] and the
lower solid curve is the XENON limit [24]. The upper dashed curve is the projected CDMS II limit
from the 2007 run. The lower dashed curve is the projected bound from the first 25 kg-phase of the
planned SuperCDMS experiment. The black points represent our LHC phenomenology points from
Table 1.

where, using values for the parameters !q(p,n) to be found in e.g. [20–22],

ap = 0.705V11 (4.12)

an = !0.555V11. (4.13)

Thus, we find that

!p " 1.77 # 10!37 V 2
11 cm2 (4.14)

!n " 1.10 # 10!37 V 2
11 cm2. (4.15)

Experimental searches

We now use the results (4.8, 4.14, 4.15) of the previous two subsections to see what are

the current constraints on our model coming from the experimental searches. The two

strongest existing bounds on spin-independent WIMP–nucleon scattering are currently from

the XENON [24] and CDMS [23] experiments. For spin-dependent scattering the bounds

are somewhat weaker; the strongest bound on WIMP–neutron scattering is from CDMS [25],

while the strongest bounds on WIMP–proton scattering4 come from two experiments: the
4One can derive an indirect bound from SuperK data by searching for neutrinos coming from come from

annihilation of gravitationally trapped WIMPs. This bound has been derived in [26] in the case of SUSY

models, and we leave for future study the same analysis for our model.
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Figure 11: Production cross section in fb for the three-lepton signal !1!1W±Z, sampled across the
allowed parameter space. The point analyzed in the text has " ! 95 fb and is indicated by the arrow.

these backgrounds in the region of interest. The tt̄ background can be measured in the semi-

leptonic channel while the ZZ and WZ backgrounds will be measured in the fully leptonic

channel.

From Table 3 we see that after an integrated luminosity of 100 fb!1 the significance

(S/
"

B) is roughly 4.8. We have checked that in the case of the signal the e!ciencies are

similar for the e+e! + /ET final state so the inclusion of the electron final state could raise

the significance by a factor of !
"

2. Despite the significance being fairly large in the two

lepton channel the signal and background are similarly distributed making it hard to easily

separate them. In Fig. 10 we plot the distribution of HT after all the cuts are imposed for

the background and signal. As can be seen from Fig. 9 the point analyzed here is optimistic,

for a more average point the signal could be substantially reduced making discovery in this

channel impossible.

5.5 Three leptons

We now focus on the associated production of a heavy charged lepton with a heavy neutrino

qq̄" # E±!2,3 # W±Z!1!1. Since it is a Drell–Yan process with quite heavy final states

(
"

ŝ ! 500GeV) the production cross section is smaller than in the previous cases, typically

of the order of 10–100 fb. In particular the distribution of the cross section "(p p # W±Z!1!1)

over the allowed parameter space is shown in Fig. 11. The presence of both a W and a Z leads

to richer final states and this might help in reducing the SM backgrounds. The subsequent

decay of the gauge bosons will give final states with 3 leptons + /ET , 2 leptons + 2 jets

+ /ET or 1 lepton (+ 2 jets) + /ET . We do not consider here the case of one lepton and

missing transverse energy since it has already been studied in the previous sections, while the
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Figure 13: Number of events after 100 fb!1 for signal and backgrounds as a function of the scalar
sum of visible energy HT .

• Small hadronic activity: less than 3 jets in the event.

• Dilepton separation: the OS SF leptons should have !R < 2.3.

• the minimum of the invariant masses of the same sign leptons or the unpaired lepton

with the highest-pT jet should not be greater than 60GeV.

The last cut is motivated by strategies to measure the top mass in the leptonic channel which

use the kinematic variable [34]:

m2
t = m2

W + 2
!m2

lb"
1 # !cos(!lb)"

(5.2)

where mlb is the invariant mass of the lepton and the b-jet from the same side of the event

and !lb is their opening angle in the W rest frame. For our case one has also to keep in mind

that tt̄ is a background for the trilepton signal when one of the leptons is faked by a jet. This

cut has the e"ect of reducing the tt̄ background by an additional factor of a few.

Moreover the leptons in the signal tend to be isolated and there is no heavy flavor involved

in the process, so isolation cuts and b-jet vetoes can be further used to reduce the background,

especially the tt̄ one. Finally the Z in the signal will generically be more boosted than in the

SM diboson case, so the opening angle of the dilepton pair will be smaller for the signal than

for the background.

The cut e#ciencies for signal and backgrounds are shown in Table 4. The backgrounds

can be drastically reduced to a rate comparable to the signal. However the cuts have the

e"ect of also reducing the signal by more than an order of magnitude. The cross sections

– 25 –
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 Supersymmetry at the LHC
(if you care of the prediction!)

Contras (none decisive)

⇒ No superpartners

⇒ No Higgs boson

⇒ No flavour effects  µ! e+ !(but follow                  at PSI)

Pros

⇒ Neatly solves the naturalness problem of the Fermi scale

⇒ Alternatives in worse shape (EWPT)

⇒ Gauge coupling unification

✓✓



13.3. Scope of present searches 405

13.3 Scope of present searches
13.3.1 Sparticle production and cascade decays

If we assume that Supersymmetry is discovered at the LHC, most likely from fully inclusive
studies based on large missing energy and jets, it will be very important to investigate all the
typical SUSY signatures to help pin down the underlying model.

If the squarks and/or gluinos are kinematically accessible at the LHC, they are expected to
have large production rates. The cross sections for the production of a squark (excluding
stop) or a gluino at the LHC are displayed in Figure 13.1. The nearly diagonal lines delimit

Figure 13.1: Regions of the m0 versus m1/2 plane showing the production cross-sections and
with main squark and gluino decays.

three regions:

• Region 1: in this region, the gluinos are heavier than any of the squarks. The decay
chains of the produced sparticles are expected to be

g̃ ! q̃q̄ , q̃ ! q! (13.5)

• Region 2: in this region some squarks are heavier, other are lighter than the gluino.
Hence, rather complicated decay chains are possible, for instance

q̃L ! g̃q , g̃ ! b̃b̄ , b̃! b! (13.6)

as the q̃L of the first two generations are expected to be among the heaviest squarks
and the b̃1 (and t̃1) among the lightest.

• Region 3: in this region, the gluinos are lighter than any of the squarks. A typical
decay chain is then

q̃ ! g̃q , g̃ ! qq̄! (13.7)

m2(q̃)! m2
0 +5m2

1/2

m(g̃)! 2.7m1/2

pp! g̃g̃! /ET + jets (+µ±/l+l"/Z/t)

CMS

mSUGRA: gluinos, squarks decaying into lighter
gauginos/higgsinos

m(w̃)! 0.8m1/2

m(b̃)! 0.4m1/2

a much studied case



mSUGRA discovery potential: Easy (?)

13.5. Inclusive analysis with missing transverse energy and jets 415

Table 13.7: Standard Model background components and uncertainties for 1 fb!1

tt̄,single top Z(! !!̄)+ jets (W/Z,WW/ZZ/ZW ) + jets QCD
56 ± 11(sys) ± 7.5(stat) 48 ± 3.5 (all) 33 ± 2.5 (all) 107 ± 25(sys) ±10(stat)

• tt̄ uncertainties: 7% Emiss
T shape, 22% JES, 13% statistical;

• Z "! !!̄+jets, W/Z+jets: 5% Luminosity (direct candle normalisation to the data
(cf. section 4.2);

• QCD: Emiss
T 7% shape, 22% JES, 10% statistical.

The number of backgrounds events per background component and their uncertainties are
tabulated in Table 13.7. Based on the Standard Model background estimates and their uncer-
tainties, a 5 " observation of low mass SUSY at LM1 (gluino mass 600 GeV/c2) is achievable
with #6 pb!1 in events with large missing energy plus multi-jets, using a significance com-
puted with ScPf, defined in Appendix A.1. After # 1.5 fb!1 the W/Z+jets backgrounds, in-
cluding the invisible decays of the Z boson which constitutes a large irreducible background
component, can be reliably normalised using the Z ! µµ and Z ! ee + multi-jet data can-
dle. The comparison of the signal, total background estimated and its components for the
Meff $ ET (1) + ET (2) + ET (3) + ET (4) + Emiss

T can be found in section 4.2.

To perform the 5 sigma reach scan (figure 13.5) in the mSUGRA parameter space, the HM1
test point is used as optimisation reference and the Emiss

T and HT requirements are raised to
600 GeV and 1500 GeV correspondingly. The analysis efficiency for HM1 is #12% while the
total Standard Model background for 1 fb!1 is 4.36 events with a total uncertainty of 7% .
The background composition is 67% Z invisible decays, 19% QCD jets and 14% W/Z+jets.
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other “useful” Susy searches

⇒ gluino/stop decays (simple and motivated by naturalness)

⇒ ew gauge/higgs-ino decays (simple in physical space)

⇒ light gravitino
mSUGRA or above ⊕ !0! gravitino+ ", gravitino+#

pp! t̃ t̃! tt̄ +ET/
t +!0

1. /pp! g̃g̃! jets+ET
qq̄+!0

2.

pp! g̃g̃! 2t 2t̄ +ET
t̃ t̄

t +!0

/3.

pp! !±1 !0
2! 3leptons+ET

ll̄ +!0

l!+"0

/5.

bb̄

pp! t̃ t̃! tt̄ + jets+ET
t + g̃

4. /
qq̄+!0

BR = 1



jets or lepton candidates. The main limit of the muon triggers for slow particles is that a minimum velocity of

! ! 0.6 is required in order to have the event be assigned to the correct LHC bunch crossing. The bunch cross
assignment is then used to read the correct data from other subdetectors. If the event is assigned to the wrong

bunch crossing the event may fail the higher level trigger and so it may be lost. Nevertheless an high fraction

of events are expected to have gluinos with ! > 0.6 so this trigger is still the more promising one. The charge
flipping of R-hadrons may add some additional inefficiency in the trigger process so a full simulation of R-hadrons

events including hadronic energy loss and charge flipping has been performed in ATLAS and CMS to study the

detectability. The result, obtained with some conservative assumption, is that an overall ! 15% efficiency can be

obtained in CMS for gluinos withm = 600 GeV.
If R-hadrons events can be triggered using muon triggers the main backgrounds are expected to be StandardModel

events with muons. The best way to distinguish R-hadrons, as well as any heavy stable charged particle, from

muons is measuring its velocity and then reconstructing its mass. The mass measurement itself is also interesting

being a free parameter in the various models. It has been proved in CMS that using dE

dX
and time of flight it is

possible to measure velocity with a few % precision and almost completely separate the signal and backgrounds.

The resolution obtained combining the two measurements is shown as a function of the particle velocity in figure

3. The optimal region for mass measurement is for 0.6 < ! < 0.8 in which the measurement is less biased and

!
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Figure 3: ! resolution as a function of the simulated ! (left) and reconstructed mass (right) for a 600 GeV gluino.

with a better resolution. The mass distribution obtained for a 600 GeV gluino with 0.5 fb!1 is also shown in figure

3.

4 Conclusion

Using two different techniques for measurement of ! it will be possible in LHC experiment to search for heavy
stable charged particle, including R-hadrons or similar particle originated by a long lived coloured particle. The two

methods for ! measurement have different backgrounds so it is possible, by combining them, to perform a robust
and model independent data analysis. Detailed detector understanding, starting with the detectors commissioning

in 2007, is needed to give a precise estimate of the discovery reach of LHC experiments with first data.

For long-lived gluinos the discovery should be possible with the first 1 fb!1 up to about m ! 1 TeV; for other
models the results should be scaled with the production cross section in a proton-proton interaction at 14 TeV.
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“Stable” R-hadrons (made of   or of    )g̃ t̃

A. Rizzi

600 GeV gluino (0.5 fb  )-1

1 TeV gluino  reachable with 1 fb  -1

because “LSP”, up to gravitino decays, or because of 

by dE/dx and time-of-flight
superheavy squarks (in the gluino case)



 Where is the supersymmetric Higgs boson?
View n  10

MSSM 2x4 - (2+1) = 5 = 2 + 1 + 1 + 1
H± h H A
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⇒ Take large tanβ (muon anomaly?)  and large stop mass 
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 Where is the supersymmetric Higgs boson?
View n  20

1. Even assuming, for good reasons, that supersymmetry is relevant 
to nature, NO theorem that requires it to be visible at the LHC

2. For supersymmetry to be visible at the LHC, need a 
maximally natural solution of the hierarchy problem

3. Since the top, and so the stop, are the particles with the strongest 
coupling to the Higgs boson, insist on a moderate stop mass

⇒ h not standard and not even light? 

⇒ Motivates search of (reasonably simple) alternatives



and ≈ standard

Two examples, based on the NMSSM
(others have been considered)

!V = "2|H1H2|2

H±CP+ : CP! :h1 < h2 < h3 A1 < A2

m(h1) = 150÷300 GeV

(not obviously consistent with unification)1 !(G!1/2
F )" 2

(but very much
 NON-susy-like)

h2! h1h1! 4V ! l+l" 6 j
A1! h1Z!VV Z! l+l" 4 j

2 !(G!1/2
F )" 0.7 (consistent with unification)

m(h2) = 115÷125 GeV
h2! A1A1! 4b
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Figure 11: !SUSY at the benchmark point (3.1), (4.2) (black) and Standard Model (grey) expectation
for the di!erential cross section d"/dMinv(l+l!6J) after the kinematical and reconstruction
cuts discussed in Section 4.6.

4.7 Discovery potential after 100 fb!1

From Figure 11 we see that signal and backgrounds peak in the same invariant mass range. The
discovery of H will thus come not from an observation of a new peak, but rather from an overall
excess of events compared to the SM prediction, as well as from the enhanced prominence of the
SM peak.

For an integrated luminosity of 100 fb!1, the expected number of events passing all the cuts
is 20 in the SM, and 49 in !SUSY at the benchmark point (3.1), (4.2), giving 3.4" if one uses the
significance estimator formula given in Eq. (A.3) of [23]. Of course, once this global excess is found,
it is worth to scan the invariant mass range to find where the excess is localized. Optimizing the
range, much better discovery significance can be achieved. For instance, for 510 GeV< Minv < 590
GeV we have 4 events in the SM, and 24 events in !SUSY, 6.86" away from the SM. When going
beyond benchmark-point analysis (something we do not attempt in this paper), such localized
excess can be used to determine mH .

Our conclusion is that the !SUSY signal (4.3) is indeed observable at the LHC with 100 fb!1

of integrated luminosity. If observed, it can provide clean evidence for the heavy scalar H as well
as for the H " hh dominant decay chain.
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Figure 14: !SUSY (black) and SM (grey) expected di!erential cross section d"/dMinv(4jl+l!) for pro-
cess (5.1) at the benchmark point (3.1), (5.2).

If the above requirements can be satisfied, the event is retained, otherwise it is rejected.
The portion of the signal event sample which passes the reconstruction cuts amounts to 2.2 fb;

cross section is reduced only by a small factor compared to the value after kinematical cuts given
in Table 3. At the same time the total SM background cross section in 500 ! 750 GeV invariant
mass range drops after the reconstruction cuts by a factor of about 200, to 51.1 fb.

Of interest are the di!erential cross sections of background and signal+background versus the
invariant mass, plotted in Fig. 14. We see that the signal distribution presents a clearly visible
peak above the background. The discovery significance can be optimized choosing a range with
largest S/

"
B ratio. For example, assuming 100 fb!1 of integrated luminosity, in the 595 ! 635

GeV range we expect 816 events in the SM, and 989 events in !SUSY at the (3.1), (5.2) benchmark
point, which amounts to 6.1" discovery significance.

In summary, we showed that the CP-odd Higgs boson of !SUSY has a clear experimental
signature in the 4jl+l! channel, allowing for its discovery at the LHC with # 100 fb!1 of inte-
grated luminosity. Moreover, the peaked shape of the signal distribution should allow background
extraction from data and an easy mass measurement. Even though the A $ Zh decay mode is
less distinctive of !SUSY than the H $ hh mode discussed in Section 4, its signature is much
simpler and cleaner, and it could be the easiest channel to pursue when looking for !SUSY signals.

6 Overview and conclusions

Soon the LHC will start directly probing energies well above the electroweak scale. If low-energy
SUSY is the mechanism which stabilizes the gauge hierarchy, it should be discovered by the LHC
experiments. However, the parameters and even the full field content of the fundamental La-
grangian will be much more di"cult to determine than the existence of supersymmetric particles.
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H! hh! 4V ! 2l 6 jets

A! Zh! Z 2V ! 2l 4 jets



pp →V h →lν GG → lν 4b

⇒ 2 global symmetries:⇒ 2 global symmetries:
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Figure 5: Higgs signal versus background at the LHC in the 4b decay channel together

with a leptonically decaying W . The invariant mass of four (left) and two (right) b-jets

are shown. Constraints of 60GeV < m(4b) < 160GeV and 10GeV < m(2b) < 70GeV are

implemented in both plots. C2
4b = 0.50, mh = 120GeV and ma = 30GeV are understood.

the top quark mass, m(4b) <
! 160 GeV, which will not a!ect the signal we consider if

the Higgs boson mass is in the region m <
! 130 GeV. Given our considered range of

choices, we implement the following constraints in the two distributions:

10 GeV < m(2b) < 70 GeV ,

60 GeV < m(4b) < 160 GeV .

While the former a!ects the m(4b) distribution minimally, the latter reduces the

background in m(2b) distribution by about 40%.
Overall, selecting events with these invariant mass constraints, the value of S/B

is roughly 1/5 for C2
4b = 0.50. Assuming a good understanding of the background,

one can get an estimate of the statistical significance of the signal. For the rate
quoted above we obtain a significance, S/

!
B, of over 3.5! for 10 fb"1 and over 5!

for 30 fb"1, as indicated in Fig. 5. If one selects events only in the expected signal
region, we obtain a S/B " 0.41 in the range 100 GeV < m(4b) < 140 GeV from

the m(4b) distribution, and a S/B " 0.40 in the range 20 GeV < m(2b) < 40 GeV
from the m(2b) distribution, equivalent to a reduction by about a factor of two of
the luminosity necessary to achieve the same statistical significances. The challenge

is for us to understand the background well enough, and to control the systematic
errors.

It may be a challenge at the LHC to retain the high b-tagging e"ciency at
pT # 15 GeV adopted in the current analysis. If a 30 GeV cut on the tagged jets is
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Summary



1. Higgsless: a “conservative” view

3. Dark Matter
4. The Planck/Fermi hierarchy ⇔ extraD

The road map again

a. Supersymmetry

c. Gauge symmetry in extraD
b. Goldstone symmetry

a. Gravity weak by flux in extraD
b.                       as a red shift effectG!1/2

F /MPl
c. Symmetry breaking by boundary conditions

2. The “naturalness” problem
of the Fermi scale

(my own vote)
☺

☺☺☺
☺☺
☺☺

☺☺

☺
☺
☺☺



Final Summary of signals
TENTATIVE and biased

1. mSUGRA

Z
Ldt = 1÷30 f b!1

Z
Ldt ! 30 f b"1

Z
Ldt ! 1 f b"1

2. gluino/stop decays
3. “stable” R-hadrons
4. light gravitino

5. SM-like Higgs boson 6. KK quarks

7. ew gauge/higgs-ino decays 10. KK gluons
11. KK W, Z

9. Minimal Dark Matter
8. extra-Susy Higgs bosons

12. Heavy vectors

( a 15-20% consistency check between       and the EWPT)mh

Bs! l+l"

(and obviously not all
compatible with each other)



The central question of particle physics

What is the next relevant symmetry 
in particle physics, if any?

1897 1925 1973

e
ν

1932

?

(The key to the economy of equations)

The LHC should shed some light here



The key to the economy of equations

1897 1925 1930 1973

e
ν

Supersymmetry as the most interesting theoretical candidate
not unique, however

2008

(the merit of space-time and internal symmetries)



The Higgs boson spectrum 

h

HA
H±

!(G!1/2
F )" 2

h! ZZ! l+l" l+l"

H ! hh! 4V ! l+l" 6 j
A! hZ!VV Z! l+l" 4 j

possible with 100 f b!1

B, Hall, Nomura, Rychkov

Cavicchia, Franceschini, Rychkov

the lightest Higgs

easy, but very much NON-susy



⇒ 2 global symmetries:⇒ 2 global symmetries:

(
!
4"

)2(MGUT)! 0.1

B, Hall, Pappadopulo, Rychkov, Papaioannou

NMSSM with standard matter only

with 3 extra 5+ 5̄

in the MSSM

mh[GeV ]max with a moderate stop mass

10.05.02.0 3.01.5 7.0
60

70

80

90

100

110

120

tan !

m
h
!GeV

" m
t
"#300 GeV

!S(MZ)|exp = 0.1176(20)

tan!

n5 = 0 n5 = 3
!S(MZ) !G !S(MZ) !G

0.117 0.041 0.117 0.103 1-loop
0.130 0.043 0.123 0.154 2-loop numerical
0.129 0.043 0.122 0.143 2-loop analytical

Table 1: Prediction for !S(MZ) in the standard case (n5 = 0) and for n5 = 3 (5+ 5̄) at
1 TeV. We use one and two loop gauge beta functions given in Appending ?? without
the two loop contributions of " and y, which can later be included perturbatively. The
input MS values are !̂(MZ)!1 = 127.918, sin2 #̂W (MZ) = 0.23122. We do not include
any threshold corrections.

We can then consider a simplified 2!2 mixing model6 between h and the lightest, s1, among the
two states not coupled to ZZ. Thus we consider a mass matrix

M2
2"2 =

!

m2
h !m2

m2
s1

"

(3.1)

with a fixed mh and arbitrary ms1
< mh and !m2.

In view of the previous Section and having in mind the LEP bound of about 115 GeV, only
valid for the SM Higgs boson, we take for mh two reference values, 110 and 120 GeV, close to
the upper bounds on mh without or with extra matter respectively. In absence of mixing only
the latter case would be compatible with LEP data. With mixing, however, which is generally
present, the situation may change.

In Fig.s 3, we describe the e"ect of mixing h with s1 in the two cases. In the plane of the two
mass eigenvalues (m1, m2)7, we give the isolines of the squared coupling of the lightest state to
ZZ, normalized to the SM Higgs boson coupling:

$h1ZZ =

!

gh1ZZ

ghZZ

"2

. (3.2)

From the data of Ref. [5] this allows to determine in the same plane the 95% C.L. bound from
the non-observation of the lightest state, assumed to decay in bb̄ with SM branching ratio. For
later purposes we also consider the decay in bb̄ bb̄ with a branching ratio close to 1. Given the
actual numbers, a quick way to understand from these figures the compatibility with LEP data is
to see if there are values of the heaviest mass m2 above 115 GeV and simultaneously allowed by
the bound on the lightest state.

The conclusions are quite clear. With an unmixed value of mh = 110 GeV, and a fortiori
for lower values, it is hardly possible to obtain consistency with the LEP data 8. This means

6The e!ects of a 2!2 mixing model of this type has already been considered in the NMSSM[8] and in the MSSM
as well[9],[10],[11].

7From which we can uniquely reconstruct m2
s1

and "m2.
8However, notice the point at (m1, m2) " (95, 115) GeV which has been emphasized in the literature[] in

connection with a slight excess of events at LEP.
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The NMSSM with extra matter and a light stop
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can rather easily be made compatible with the LEP bounds
while keeping manifest perturbative unification



Partial Summary of signals

Z
Ldt = 1÷30 f b!1

Z
Ldt ! 30 f b"1

5. SM-like Higgs boson 6. KK quarks

10. KK gluons
11. KK W, Z
12. Heavy vectors

( a 15-20% consistency check between       and the EWPT)mh


